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Although many employees are aware that behaviors such as enrolling in and contributing sufficiently to their 
company’s retirement plan can help them prepare for a successful retirement, too often they fail to develop the 
necessary saving and investing habits. One reason for this may be an outsized influence of emotion, biases, and 
faulty heuristics on financial planning at the expense of more rational decision making. This is why participant 
engagement strategies that rely exclusively on financial education are sometimes met with limited success. 

Behavioral finance is the study of how psychology plays a role in investment decisions and market behavior. By 
leveraging the principles of behavioral finance, employers can design plans to encourage higher participation 
and contribution rates as well as help employees overcome procrastination, inertia, and fear-based decision 
making. Here’s four ideas for boosting employee participation in your plan: 

1. Auto-enrollment 2.0  
Many new hires waive enrollment due to financial constraints; however sometimes even more financially secure 
employees avoid enrollment as well. A well-designed auto-enrollment feature can help overcome this obstacle. 
By auto-enrolling participants every two to three years — instead of just once — and communicating clearly 
with employees about the reasoning and advantages for doing so, employers can assist workers in taking a 
crucial first step toward achieving retirement readiness.  

2. Limiting Fund Options  
The notion of a “paradox of choice” refers to the concept that too many options can overwhelm decision 
making — and this phenomenon can likewise negatively impact how participants approach decisions pertaining 
to retirement savings. When faced with a too-large array of investment options, employees are more likely 
to avoid enrolling altogether. In fact, a Department of Labor analysis shows that for every fund added to an 
investment menu, participation decreases by 0.15 to 0.2%1 Fidelity Investments has noted this trend, and states 
that the largest plans under its management now offer fewer than 16 options in the company’s core lineup, 
which is notably 10 fewer than in 2010.2 

3. Well-timed Auto-escalation  
Many financial advisors recommend workers strive to achieve a 15% retirement plan contribution rate. 
However, participants often don’t increase their contributions due to any number of financial concerns — 
particularly the liquidity constraints inherent to defined contribution plans. However, increasing allocation rates 
automatically can boost retirement readiness by getting participants closer to that target over time. Auto-
escalation features may be most effectively timed when increases are paired with pay raises. 
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Is Participant Choice a “Get Out of ERISA  
Court Free Card”?    
Finally, something everyone could agree on — at least 
on the Supreme Court of the United States (SCOTUS). 
The question before the court in Hughes v. Northwestern 
University was the plausibility of a breach of fiduciary 
duty claim stated by current and former participants in 
two university retirement plans. SCOTUS ruled that the 
petitioners in the case, originally dismissed by a district 
court and upheld by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Seventh Circuit, did in fact plausibly state their claim. 
The Supreme Court vacated the Seventh Court ruling 
and remanded the case for further review. 

The defendants in the case were alleged to have 
breached their fiduciary duty by:

 + Failing to monitor and control excessive record 
keeping fees, which negatively impacted plan 
participants

 + Offering retail share classes of investments with 
higher fees than those charged by otherwise 
identical share classes of the same investments

 + Offering too many options that were likely to 
confuse investors

SCOTUS found that the Seventh Circuit erroneously 
relied on “participants’ ultimate choice over their 
investments to excuse allegedly imprudent decisions 
by respondents.” In other words, the court asserted 
that the provision of sufficient investment choices 
to participants does not automatically exculpate 
fiduciaries from imprudent actions. 

Plan sponsors looking for stricter pleading standards 
in such cases in the hopes of reining in the recent wave 
of excessive fee litigation were likely disappointed in 
the court’s decision. However, they may pay particular 
attention to some employer-friendly language found 
in the opinion penned by justice Sonya Sotomayor: “At 
times, the circumstances facing an ERISA fiduciary will 
implicate difficult trade offs,” she wrote, “and courts 
must give due regard to the range of reasonable 
judgments a fiduciary may make based on her 
experience and expertise.” 1 

4. Target Date Fund QDIA Adoption  
Some participants neglect rebalancing their 401(k)s, which can lead to inappropriate levels of investment risk as 
they approach retirement. One way to combat this problem is the implementation of target-date funds (TDFs) 
as the plan QDIA (Qualified Default Investment Alternative), which rebalance automatically to decrease risk 
as participants near their retirement date. TDFs are becoming popular in core investment lineups, and some 
newer, more flexible products even allow participants to customize their TDF to reflect their personal  
risk tolerance. 

 
Misplaced Fear Can Impact Sponsors Too  
Employers may be reluctant to implement auto-enrollment and auto-escalation features fearing participants 
may react negatively. However, data shows that employees largely approve of such features. In fact, according 
to one study, 90% of participants remain enrolled in plans following auto-enrollment, and 83% state that they’re 
comfortable with automatic increases, suggesting such fears may be misplaced.3 Moreover, auto features help 
design retirement plans for greater success and align with the broader industry trend toward “do it for me” 
financial wellness, where participants are increasingly removed from certain aspects of investment decision 
making. So, if you aren’t implementing auto features in your retirement plan, consider giving them another look. 

Sources:    
1 How much choice is too much? Contributions to 401(k) retirement plan, Clearinghouse for Labor Evaluation and Research 
 2 Number of 401(k) Funds Offered to Plan Participants Shrinks, SHRM  
3 Why your 401(k) needs automatic escalation, Principal 

https://clear.dol.gov/study/how-much-choice-too-much-contributions-401-k-retirement-plans-iyengar-et-al-2003#:~:text=The%20analysis%20demonstrated%20that%20as,0.15%20to%200.20%20percentage%20points
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/benefits/pages/number-of-401k-funds-offered-to-plan-participants-shrinks.aspx
https://www.principal.com/businesses/trends-insights/why-your-401k-needs-automatic-escalation
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Ultimately, the court’s decision suggests a myopic 
focus on either choice or cost may be misplaced. 
While the court voiced a need for a contextual 
approach to evaluating fiduciary decision making, 
plan sponsors must remain vigilant with respect 
to actively monitoring and controlling fees. They 
must also evaluate the prudence of including each 
individual investment in a plan’s lineup. 

Over the prior two years, more than 150 excessive 
fee lawsuits have been filed. Twenty of those cases 
had been put on hold pending the Hughes decision. 

Content and Frequency of Retirement Plan  
Committee Meetings
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We often receive questions regarding the content and 
timing of retirement plan committee meetings. Most 
committees wonder, “How frequently should we meet?” 
For most, quarterly meetings are sufficient. Plans with 
minimal activity may be satisfied with one annual 
meeting, so long as meetings occur with adequate 
frequency to handle items critical to properly manage 
the plan.

The purpose of retirement plan committees is to 
oversee investment and administrative issues. 
Committees should be formalized via a written 
document (i.e., Committee Charter) which identifies 
the members and establishes specific roles and 
responsibilities. During the course of each plan year 
the following items should be considered by the 
committee:

1. Review and monitor the plan’s investments  
    pursuant to procedures contained in the Investment   
    Policy Statement, including selection and  
    replacement when appropriate.

2. Review plan expenses. The committee should  
    understand and determine reasonableness of plan  
    expenses. Recent litigation in this area has  
    reinforced the primacy of this issue for fiduciaries. A  
    complete fee analysis and benchmarking of  
    providers should occur every three to five years.

3. Review plan services available and those currently  
    being provided. This is a key component going hand  
    in hand with the expense review. Quantity and  
    quality of services provided should certainly be  
    among the factors considered in addressing the  
    appropriateness of expenses. Also, the breadth and  
    scope of services are constantly expanding and the  
    committee should be aware of those services which  
    may produce a value-added impact on their plan.

4. Consider emerging trends, legislation, and external/    
    internal factors which may impact the plan.  
    Examples include the significant implications of  
    recent litigation, Roth 401(k), asset allocation  
    accounts (lifetime/lifecycle), automatic enrollment/ 
    escalation, etc.

  

Sources:    
1 Hughes v. Northwestern University, 142 S. Ct. 737 – Supreme Court 2022

https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=12887738729398898637&q=hughes+v.+northwestern+university&hl=en&as_sdt=4006&as_vis=1
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5. Review plan demographics. Are plan provisions  
    understood and being administered properly?  
    How do these provisions compare to industry  
    norms or “best practices” guidelines? Do plan  
    fiduciaries understand and practice their roles and  
    responsibilities accordingly? 
 
6. Review participant demographics. Are participants  
    in position to achieve a financially successful  
    retirement experience? Specific items for fiduciary  
    review are participation rates, average deferral  
    rates, appropriate asset allocation/diversification  
    and average account balances.

7. Review participant communication/education  
    programs. Fiduciaries are required to ensure  
    all participants have sufficient information to make  
    informed investment decisions. Is there evidence  
    this is currently the case? If not, what would be  
    appropriate courses of action?

Be sure to pursue the above issues, and any others, 
with the appropriate degree of procedural prudence 
as required of ERISA fiduciaries. Investigate the 
issues, take the appropriate action, and document the 
entire process. Contact your IMA Wealth advisor for 
assistance with any of the areas identified above.
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and should not be regarded as a complete analysis of these subjects. IMAW cannot guarantee the 
accuracy or completeness of any statements or data. All content is for general information purposes 
only and does not take into consideration your individual circumstances, financial situation or needs, 
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with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”). IMA Wealth, Inc. is also an SEC registered 
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